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Abstract
Among the different approaches to distributed computing,
the Jini technology provides a number of very promising
methods for attacking the fundamental problems involved.
Programs built according to the Jini principles will be able
to function and survive in highly dynamic network environments, allowing applications to adapt their behaviour to
the requirements of the current context. Unfortunately, the
security problems that are bound to be present in any large
scale deployment of Jini are not adequately addressed by
either the current revisions of Jini technology or the underlying Java security solutions. In particular, the solutions proposed so far are either bound to a specific communication protocol—thereby hampering the protocol independence of Jini—or rely on centralized security servers,
thereby losing the benefits of the ad hoc nature of Jini.
In this paper, we present results of our research that act
as stepping stones towards a fully decentralized, complete
Jini security architecture. In particular, we describe our
experimental implementation that separates the Java 2 access permissions of Jini clients, service proxies, and services, while allowing natural delegation of Java 2 permissions between Jini enabled devices. Our solution integrates
seamlessly to the underlying Java 2 security, and allows all
of Jini’s benefits to be utilized in a secure way.

1

Introduction

Distributed computing is fundamentally different from centralized computing. The usually mentioned four major differences include latency, memory access, partial failures,
and concurrency (e.g. [35]). Security should definitely be
added to this list, since a distributed system requires cryptography to be used while a centralized system may survive
without it. While many of the approaches to distributed
computing attempt to mask out some of these problems, the
Jini approach mostly does not. Instead, it aims at providing
tools and methods for effectively building software that adequately addresses these differences and is able to survive
in the face of problems caused by distribution. [1]

The fundamental differences become especially apparent when considering the future ad hoc networks and other
loosely coupled systems. These systems, by nature, are not
only distributed but also decentralized. That is, a genuine
ad hoc network does not have any centralized services but
all the network services are configured and created on the
fly. In the security area, the underlying mechanisms stay
more or less the same to what is used in centralized systems, but the trust and infrastructure assumptions change
altogether, requiring different kinds of solutions (cf. [29]).
In this paper, we present a fully decentralized network security architecture for Jini, and describe a prototype implementation of the architecture. The architecture builds upon
our earlier work on trust management [25] and distributed
Jini security [12]. The implementation is integrated to the
Java 2 security model, augmenting and utilizing the security services provided by the Java 2 security architecture
[15] and the Java Socket Security Extension (JSSE) [33].
In the future, we plan to look at how to integrate our extensions to the Java Authentication and Authorization Service
(JAAS) [21] and to the RMI Security Extension [32]. Our
solution is fully compatible with the Jini architecture and
assumptions, and does not require any centralized security
services. It makes a clean distinction between the access
rights of client applications and service proxies, and provides a means of delegating Java 2 security permissions between Jini clients, services proxies, and services. These and
other aspects of our solution are discussed in detail later in
this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in the
rest of this section, we briefly describe the central concepts
of trust management and the Jini architecture. After that, in
Section 2, we provide a brief taxonomy of Jini related security requirements and a number of related design aspects.
Section 3 discusses our design choices and outlines the architecture of our solution, and Section 4 describes the implementation, including some performance measurements.
Related work is briefly discussed in Section 5, and Section
6 evaluates our approach in the light of the alternative solutions. We also give some ideas for future work. Finally,
Section 7 contains our conclusions from this research.

1.1

Decentralized trust management

Traditionally, security has been based on identity authentication and locally stored access control lists (ACLs). This
has been the case even in distributed systems. However,
that approach has a number of drawbacks, including, for
example, the problem of protecting the operations that are
needed for managing access control lists remotely. In [5]
Blaze et al. argue that “the use of identity-based publickey systems in conjuction with ACLs are inadequate solutions to distributed (and programmable) system-security
problems.”
An alternative solution, termed trust management, uses a
set of unified mechanisms for specifying both security policies and security credentials. Basically, trust management
usually involves signed statements (certificates) about what
principals (users) are allowed to do, instead of traditional
name certificates which just bind a public key to a name.
Examples of trust management systems include the PolicyMaker, which originally introduced the term trust management [6], its continuations KeyNote and KeyNote2 [4], and
in some respects, SPKI [11] and its applications, including
TeSSA [23].

1.2

Introduction to Jini

The Jini programming model provides a set basic building blocks for distributed applications: distributed events,
transactions, leases, and downloadable proxies. These
don’t try to hide the fact that networks are unreliable, and
the approach, in general, encourages building more faulttolerant applications [26, 35].
The building blocks are used in the centerpiece of Jini,
the lookup service, which is a directory where service
providers register themselves and clients search for what
they need. For example, when a service registers itself
with a lookup service, it receives a lease on the registration,
with an expiration date. If the service doesn’t renew the
lease before it expires—for example, the service is disconnected from the network— the registration is automatically
cleaned from the lookup service.
The lookup service is somewhat similar to other service
location protocols, such as Salutation [28], Service Location Protocol [16], and Universal Plug and Play [34], except
that matching is based in Java interface types. The central
difference between Jini and the other service location protocols is protocol independence: that is, Jini does not mandate
any specific communication protocol between the clients
and the services (except for bootstrapping the system), but
relies on dynamic Java class loading instead. Since the
proxies are written in Java, the system also claims operating system independence; this in contrast with the other
service location protocols which usually use non-portable

device drivers.
All communication goes through proxies, which are local
objects that implement some well-known interface (such as
“Printer”). Proxies can be simple Remote Method Invocation (RMI) stubs which marshall method calls over the network, or they can implement part of the functionality in the
proxy itself (for example, converting the data to the correct
format for this printer). Also, some services don’t necessarily require network communication at all, in which case
the proxy alone implements the service.
Protocol independence and the ability to implement part
of the intelligence on the client side give Jini tremendous flexibility. For example, proxies can communicate
with devices which don’t have a Java virtual machine; either legacy devices with proprietary protocols, or resourcestripped embedded devices. On the other hand, Jini requires
that the clients have their own Java virtual machines.

1.3

Proxies and security

Protocol independence presents also some new security
challenges. The Jini architecture doesn’t include any security in addition to the normal Java security facilities (for
protecting the client JVM from malicious proxy code), and
the security aspects of RMI in their current state are insufficient for the task (see Section 4.7).
Since all communication goes through downloaded
proxy objects, security methods used in environments with
fixed protocols can’t usually be used without some adaptation. For example, the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol supports authentication of both the client and the
server using X.509 certificates [10]. This doesn’t, however,
help us in determining whether a specific proxy is trustworthy. The client certainly doesn’t want to give its private key
to the proxy (since it might use it to access a completely
different service).
We feel the situation resembles the concept of delegation,
and therefore a trust management system which supports
delegation could be applied to the problem elegantly.

2

Requirements for Jini security

When talking about Jini security, we must first decide what
security functionality is needed. This naturally depends on
what we are using Jini for, and what trust relationships are
involved. In this paper, we are focusing on the client accessing a server through a proxy, and leave the security aspects of distributed events, leases, and transactions for future work.
So far, we have identified the following requirements.
• Principal authentication. The client should be able to
verify that it is actually talking to the right service and

through the right proxy. Likewise, the service should
be able to verify who is trying to access it.
It is important to notice that authentication is impossible in a number of situtations. For example, in a pure
ad hoc network there may not be any prior information
about the communicating peers.
• Secure principal attributes. In many circumstances,
human readable and recognizable names are required
for authentication. Services might also have other attributes such as security level (for example, a printer
for printing classified documents) or the “owner” of
the service (for example, “Alice’s calendar”). Users
might have other attributes such as memberships in
groups or roles.
Not all clients or services necessarily have names with
any uniqueness beyond one client or server. For example, getting a CA-signed certificate for the doorbell
ourside your door so that it can contact a server inside
your house to play a tune doesn’t seem very sensible.
• Service access control. Based on the result of principal authentication and/or capabilities presented by the
client and/or other circumstances, the service should
allow some operations and deny others.
• Protection from applications. The client Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) might run multiple applications, some
of which are not fully trusted, such as applets and
games. Untrusted applications should not be able to
access services with the user’s privileges.
• Protection from proxies. The downloaded proxy code
needs some special permissions (for example, to make
network connections) when running inside the client
JVM. Some proxies may need more permissions than
others. These should be controlled somehow. Java, of
course, provides some facilities for this, but they are
somewhat insufficient for many applications.
On a lower level, protocol-related aspects such as message confidentiality and integrity, replay prevention, perfect
forward secrecy of keying, and so forth, are also desirable.
We do not consider these further, since appropriate solutions are widely known.
The actual requirements, of course, vary from case to
case. For example, if the client runs only trusted applications, protection from applications might not be needed.
Some of these, such as protection from proxies, could also
be addressed separately from the rest.

2.1 Other design aspects
The requirements outlined above still leave a lot of freedom for the implementor. The design choices made will

certainly affect the situations where the solution is applicable. In this section we identify some of the design aspects.
In the next section we continue to set forth our choices, and
the reasons behind them.
• Centralization. Does the architecture rely on some
centralized servers or authorities? Are they required
to be on-line during service access?
Centralized security architecture probably makes administration in large networks easier. On the other
hand, it doesn’t work well for, e.g. mobile ad hoc networks. Furthermore, there are several somewhat independent features which could be centralized or decentralized. For example, we could have decentralized access control with either centralized naming (CA
type) or decentralized naming (for example, PGP-style
“web of trust”).
• Trusted components. Does the system rely on the security of the lookup service, or some other on-line security server?
• Protocol independence. Is the solution tied to some
transport protocol, such as the RMI wire protocol over
TLS or IIOP? If the protocol is fixed, it can be implemented using trusted code, which simplifies the security situtation.
• Service access control model. How flexible and finegrained is the access control mechanism? What kind
of policies can it support? For example, applications which access medical data probably require more
complicated policies than an office environment.
This is influenced by other choices. For example, if the
access control is managed by a “container” of some
kind, the granularity is probably at most per-method.
• Application protection model. How flexibly can the
user decide which client applications are allowed to
do what? For example, if the system uses TLS client
authentication and a server-side access control list
(ACL), the restrictions can’t probably be more specific
than per service (i.e., application can use key X only
to access service Y).
• Delegation. Does the system support delegation? Can
the delegated rights be restricted somehow? How flexible are these restrictions?
• Transparency. How transparent the security system is
for service or client software?
For example, in Enterprise JavaBeans security is managed by the “container”, so it is sort of transparent to
the service software. It is probably a good idea to

make the security as transparent as possible to client
applications.
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Our goal was to provide access control for Jini clients, services, and proxies without sacrificing any essential Jini features, such as protocol independence. In our architecture
trust assumptions are made visible by using authorization
certificates instead of traditional name certificates. This allows us to identify what level of trust is really required by
the application, which is important in, e.g., ad hoc environments where a fully trusted third party can’t be assumed to
exist.
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When designing the system, our target environment was ad
hoc mobile networks. For example, such a network might
consists of PDAs communicating with a short range radio
network such as Bluetooth [24]. Such an environment requires that the solution is decentralized, or at least does not
rely on any on-line third party, since such a party might not
be available at all times in an ad hoc network. Therefore,
we also assume that the lookup service isn’t secure. We
also early rejected a centralized off-line trusted third party
for signing the code as “trustworthy”, since we believe that
that kind of solutions are better for assigning blame afterwards than preventing wrong things from happening in the
first place. Considering the communication, reliance on a
fixed communications protocol was also deemed an unsatisfactory solution from the start.
Since we had prior experience in using SPKI certificates,
we decided to use them for decentralizing trust. In our system, clients and services are identified by public keys. Unlike in some other architectures, names bound to these keys
are not important. That is, when performing the access control decision, names are not used—names and other security attributes may be, of course, used by the application.

3.2

Using authorization

We next describe a typical authorization scenario in our solution. The service key typically delegates full permissions
for the service to the administrator’s key, who can then authorize ordinary users to use the service. The authorization
is expressed as a SPKI certificate, where the administrator
delegates the access right to user’s public key. The certificates are stored by client.
The user can delegate a subset of her authorizations to
local applications. The authorizations delegated to the application depend on how much the user trusts the applica-

Service key

Figure 1: Typical certificate chains; the authorization
chain (verified by the service) is shown in bold, the authentication chain (verified by the user) in dashed line.

tion. For example, the user might trust a word processor to
print correctly, and she would delegate the corresponding
permission it. However, the user probably won’t give the
word processor the permission to access personal calendar
files, because the application does not really need it, and it
just might contain code that misbehaves.
Our solution provides a way for the application to use
these authorizations with a service in Jini environment. One
of the problems to be solved is how to prove these authorizations through the Jini proxy which is loaded from the
network and can not be fully trusted by the user. The user’s
secret key is required to prove the user’s authorizations but
it must not be given to the proxy.
Typical certificate chains are shown in Figure 1. The details of proxy verifications are explained below.

4

Implementation

Our prototype implementation is responsible for proving
user authorizations to services, authenticating proxies, and
verifying authorizations. It is implemented completely in
Java, and consists of about 10 000 lines of code. The implementation consists of the following components:
• SPKI certificate library (siesta.security.spki) is used
for encoding and decoding SPKI certificates.

Client JVM

Client JVM
1. Lookup(Printer)

Jini lookup service
Application

2. Proxy download

5. print(doc)
2. Proxy download

3. print(doc)
4. Authenticate
proxy
Proxy

Jini lookup service

1. Lookup(Printer)

Application

4. print(doc)

Proxy

7. print(doc, creds)

Printer
3. Verify

6. Get authorization

Printer

Jini security manager

Figure 2: Accessing a Jini service, without any security
features.
Figure 3: Accessing a Jini service with our security
modifications.

• Server-side module (siesta.security.authorization) verifies SPKI certificate chains. It could be considered a
sort of “trust management engine”, like KeyNote, but
it is somewhat simpler. This package and its connection with the standard Java 2 security architecture are
described in Section 4.6.

3. The application calls some method on the proxy object, requesting it to do whatever the service does. In
our example, it asks the proxy the print a document.

• Certificate repository (siesta.security.repository) provides a simple local certificate repository where authorization certificates are stored, and a certificate gatherer which tries to find a complete certificate chain.
This could be extended to support of retrieval of certificates from the network using DNS [18], LDAP, or
some other directory access protocol.

In the next section we describe the modifications needed
in our security solution.

• Client-side security module is responsible for controlling access to user’s private keys, authenticating proxies, and enforcing application access control.
• Utilities to simplify writing services and clients, such
as signing proxies, verifying name certificates, etc.
• RMI over TLS [10] module supports using client authentication over TLS sockets, as described in Section
4.7.

4.1

An example scenario

The default behavior of a Jini client application and a service is shown in Figure 2, where an application prints a
document.
1. An application, wishing to use a Jini service, contacts the lookup service, and performs an appropriate
lookup (for example, searching for printer services). A
list of available services is returned to the application.
2. The user (or the application itself) selects one of the
listed services. A serialized proxy object is transported
to the client, and the corresponding bytecode is downloaded.

4. The proxy sends the request to the service, which
prints the document.

4.2

Overview of the modified protocol

When security is applied to typical Jini scenario, a number
of additional steps are needed. On the client side, we have a
“Jini security manager” which is responsible for controlling
access to the user’s private keys. It also enforces application
access control. The mechanisms needed at server side depend on the requirements of the service. The typical steps
taken when accessing a service are described below, and are
illustrated in Figure 3.
1. An application, wishing to use a Jini service, contacts the lookup service, and performs an appropriate
lookup (for example, searching for printer services).
A list of is returned to the application. No special security features are assumed here.
2. The user selects one of the listed services. A serialized proxy object is transported to the client, and the
corresponding bytecode is downloaded (again, using
standard Jini facilities).
3. The Jini security module asks the proxy for the service’s public key, and checks that this proxy indeed
represents that service. This is done by checking the
signature of the code and data as described in Section
4.3.

4. Next we have an optional authentication step. If the
application knows an identity of the desired service,
it can now ask the Jini security service to authenticate
the service key. Authenticating the actual identity (e.g.
a human readable name) might involve certificates obtained from the lookup service or the proxy itself, and
is described below in Section 4.4.
5. The application calls some method on the proxy object, requesting it to do whatever the service does. In
our example, it asks the proxy the print a document.
6. The proxy then asks the Jini security library for authorization. The Jini security manager checks that (1) the
proxy is trying to really access the service it represents
and (2) that the application is allowed to perform this
operation on behalf of the user. Application access
control is described in Section 4.5.
To enforce these local restrictions, we generate a temporary key for the proxy, and delegate the restricted
rights to this temporary key1 . A handle to this key is
then given to the proxy. The proxy can’t get the actual key material through this handle, but it can use
it for signing data (this allows us to “revoke” the key
immediately, if necessary).

• We don’t have to re-sign the JAR file if it hasn’t
changed. Since the JAR files are stored on a web
server, the service might not be able to easily modify
them.

The certificate repositories are then searched for other
certificates which might be relevant to the case, and
the certificates are returned to the proxy.

• We can use existing JDK tools for signing the JAR.

7. Using the key handle, the proxy can open a secure
connection to the server. The proxy can implement
any protocol it chooses. Our library provides a module which uses RMI over TLS, as described in Section
4.7.
After proving possession of the temporary key, the
proxy sends the certificates and the service request to
the server. The server checks the certificate chain, and
then performs the operation. This aspect is discussed
more in Section 4.6.

4.3

date, but it is not possible to produce signatures which have
a shorter lifetime than the certificate. We wanted that possiblity (to make sure we are using the right version of the
proxy code), so we had to make some modifications.
There are basically two ways of achieving the expiration.
The JAR file signature could be modified to contain an expiration date. This would, however, require modifications to
the JAR file loading code. This is by no means impossible;
it has been done in the TeSSA project to allow delegation
of code permissions with SPKI certificates [27].
Our approach splits the signature to two parts. We sign
the JAR file (using standard Java facilities) using a newly
generated key, whose private half is then destroyed. The
service then supplies a SPKI certificate chain from the service key to this code signing key (usually just one certificate). This certificate chain is stored in the data part of the
proxy. This approach has couple of advantages:

Proxy verification

Usually we wish to verify that the proxy really came from
the service we want. Since services are identified by public
keys, this can be arranged by having both the code and data
signed by the service key. However, it should be noted that
due to the ad hoc nature of the network, we do not necessarily know anything about the “authenticity” of the service
key, at least not yet.
During the implementation we discovered what we consider a small deficiency in Java’s facilities for signed code.
It is not possible to give expiration dates for code signatures. The associated X.509 certificate has an expiration

• We don’t have to modify the JAR file loading code.

The main drawback is that the signature expiry date isn’t
visible to the standard Java components.
In addition to verifying the authenticity of the proxy
bytecode, we would like verify the proxy object as well.
The straight-forward way would be to calculate the message digest of the serialized proxy object. However, this
fails because we don’t really know what part of the data is
fixed state worth signing and which is just transient state.
Also, the proxy might be composed of multiple objects.
We solved this by asking the proxy object to calculate its
own message digest. The proxy bytecode has been verified
in this point, so the proxy isn’t completely untrusted, and
it isn’t in the service’s interest to return a wrong message
digest. On the other hand, a lazy service writer could defeat
this check by always returning the same message digest (for
example, zero).
The service then supplies a SPKI certificate chain from
the service key to the message digest object-hash, and
stores it in the proxy’s data part. Usually this certificate
chain is just one certificate.
1. We certainly wish to write a certificate that can only be used at the
service the proxy represents. However, we noticed that there wasn’t any
elegant way to restrict the delegated certificate only to particular service
in SPKI. Although we considered adding a new element to the SPKI certificate (say, named (valid-at (public-key service-key))),
we decided to encode this information at a fixed position in the tag field.

4.4

Service/proxy authentication

After we have verified the signatures of proxy code and
state, we know which service the proxy represents (as identified by the service’s public key). Now the application may
wish to verify other security attributes of the service, such
as human-readable names.
We argue that this is a function best left to the application, since the trust models are very application specific. In
some cases, a traditional solution based on a trusted third
party is the most appropriate (e.g., naming printers on a corporate network). In many cases, a PGP-style web of trust
may be more appropriate.
Stajano and Anderson [29] describe an example of an ad
hoc networking situation where a completely different solutions are required. Consider a thermometer, having a very
small display and communicating using a short-range radio.
If we have a bowl of disinfectant containing many unused
thermometers, it doesn’t really matter which we choose;
but we want to make sure we communicate with the one
we have picked from the bowl. The thermometers could,
of course, be given artificial names (such as serial numbers,
which could be engraved on the case), but this solution isn’t
very user friendly. Instead, if we have a secure (free of active middle-men) communications channel, such as shortrange infrared or physical contact, we can simply transmit
the public key over this channel.
To help application developers in verifying human
readable properties, our utility library provides support
for two common cases: names signed by some central authority, and ownership of services (such as “John’s
siesta.pim.Calendar” service). The properties are represented by subclasses of java.security.Principal.

4.5

Section 4.3).
When the proxy requests some permissions to be delegated to its temporary key, the Jini security manager constructs the corresponding RemotePermission instance. It
then uses the Java 2 stack inspection features (AccessController) [37] to verify that the application is authorized for
this action.

4.6

Authorization checking

When the server has received a request from the proxy and
verified the proxy’s key, it gives the key and the certificates
to a SPKI certificate chain verifier module. The verifier
then verifies certificate signatures and validity and finds all
certificate chains from the service key to the proxy key.
These chains are then stored inside a PermissionCollection
instance (PermissionCollections are used in the Java 2 security architecture to store a set of related permissions).
The service software can then call the implies() method
of the collection, giving a parameter corresponding to
the client request (the method then returns either true
or false). Storing the authorizations inside a PermissionCollection gives the service software another possibility. It can use the AccessController.doPrivileged
call to associate the permissions with the Java call
stack.
Permissions are then checked using normal
System.getSecurityManager().checkPermission() call. In
many cases, this is a cleaner solution than passing a PermissionCollection object through a long chain of method
calls, or storing it in a visible variable. It also allows communicating these permissions to code which doesn’t know
the original call was a remote call.

Application access control

When designing our system, the environment we had in
mind was a PDA using a single keypair stored on a smartcard. This key would be used for accessing dozens of different services (using many different client applications).
Therefore, we wanted to restrict what applications could do
with the key. We call this feature “application access control”.
Since we use SPKI certificate chains for authorizations,
we can implement more complex restrictions than simply
allowing or denying access to the key. Our implementation stores these restrictions as a subclass of Permission.
The restrictions are associated with applications using the
standard Java 2 policy mechanisms [15]. The only case requiring special treatment is the proxy class. Since the key
used for signing the code isn’t the same as the service key,
this must be associated with the permission later (when the
proxy state and code have been verified, as described in

4.7

RMI over TLS

Our architecture allows the proxy to implement any protocol for communicating with the service. In our tests, we
have used RMI. The default RMI configuration uses normal
TCP sockets, but it is possible to override this behaviour by
supplying a pair of socket factories to be used on the server
and client side of the communication. This is meant for
plugging in Transport Layer Security (TLS) sockets.
Using these facilities, we implemented socket factories
for TLS client authentication using the Java Security Socket
Extension (JSSE) libraries [33]. During the implementation we found some slight deficiencies in the current RMI
implementation. Hopefully, most of these will be fixed in
the next release of RMI, and in the RMI security extension
[32].

4.7.1

Problems with client authentication

Although the socket factories were originally intended for
plugging in TLS sockets, the design supports cleanly only
server authentication. The socket factories are given to the
constructor of java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject which
is the base class of RMI server objects. The application
has no further control of the remote method invocation process. The network connections are formed automatically
whenever the client invokes a remote method and a server
method is automatically executed with the arguments sent
over the network. Neither the client nor the server has direct
access to the underlying socket.
On the client side, it is difficult to actually verify that the
stub is using the secure socket factory. Even more difficult is communicating the correct key to the socket factory,
since the socket might be opened even before any methods
are called (due to distributed garbage collection).
Similar problems appear also on the server side. Once a
call is received, there it no way to get access to the socket
instance it came from. In the case of TLS sockets, the
socket would contain methods to get the client’s key.
We worked around these problems (sort of) by communicating the keys using thread-local variables, and controlling the deserialization of the stub by wrapping it inside a
MarshalledObject. We later found out that Balfanz et al.
had independently discovered a similar workaround [2].

Measurement
Standard Jini/RMI call
With SPKI and TLS applied
With pre-generated keys

quires quite a lot of time. Most of the time is spent in Java
cryptographic primitives. However, our current implementation is quite unoptimized. In particular, the process requires that a separate public key pair is created on the fly;
these keys can be generated beforehand, and taken from a
pool of pre-generated keys during the protocol run. As the
table shows, this cuts the time required to a more reasonable
value.
We used Sun’s JDK 1.2.2 under Red Hat Linux 6.2 to
do our measurements. Both the client and the server were
run on the same machine, which was equipped with a 750
MHz AMD Athlon CPU and 256 MB of RAM. The measurements were run ten times, and the average and standard
deviation were calculated.

Related work

Code bases

We also encountered a limitation in the way RMI serializes stubs. When sending a serialized object to a remote
system, a codebase URL is included with it. The URL
specifies the location where the bytecode can be downloaded. The current RMI implementation gets this codebase URL from a global system configuration property
named “java.rmi.server.codebase”. This makes running
multiple services inside the same JVM more difficult.
Fortunately, if the proxy was originally loaded with a
subclass of java.net.URLClassLoader, its getURLs method
is called to get the codebase URL. If we load the proxy from
the URL on the server side as well, and instantiate and initialize it using the reflection API, the codebase gets set to
the correct value. We must, of course, verify the signature
on the bytecode on the server side to make sure we got the
right proxy.

4.8

std dev
2
80
130

Table 1: The results of performance measurements,
measuring the time required for the first remote method
call through an already authenticated proxy. The second and subsequent calls take about 300 ms in the secure case.

5
4.7.2

average (ms)
30
6180
983

Performance

Table 1 shows our initial performance figures. Basically,
the measurement represents the time required to delegate a
permission from the client to the server through the proxy.
As the measurements show, currently the authorization re-

5.1

Java security

Most work in Java security has focused on protecting the
host from malicious code. The original JDK 1.0 featured a
sandbox which limited the operations untrusted code could
invoke. Since then, the Java 2 security architecture [15]
added more flexible and fine-grained access control. A
number of other solutions have been proposed [36, 38, 19].
The Java 2 security architecture has been extended with
decentralized trust management in [27]. The concept of
"who is running the code" has been implemented in the Java
Authentication and Authorization Services (JAAS) [21],
and has been extended with roles in [14]. Controlling the
amount of resources (computational cycles, memory, etc.)
a program can use is discussed in [8].

5.2

Distributed
agents

object

security,

mobile

Most work related to remote object security has focused on
CORBA (for example, [3, 22, 31]). Although the concepts
in CORBA security are similar than in Jini, the problem
of untrusted proxy code requires different solutions. This
issue is discussed in Section 5.3 below.

The mobile agent research community has also produced
a lot of results related to mobile code and security. Most
of that work has focused on protecting sites from malicious
agents, and also on protecting agents from malicious hosts.
Often the situation is the reverse of that in Jini: a user sends
an agent to the service site, where it performs some functions on behalf of the user. In Jini, the code moves from the
service to the client.

5.3

Solutions for downloaded proxy code

As explained in Section 1.3, communicating securely
through downloaded proxy code presents new security
challenges. There are a couple of solutions for this problem, and the following are reported in the literature.
• Fixed protocol. If the communication protocol is
fixed, proxies can be generated on the client side, either statically (using an IDL compiler), or dynamically
on-the-fly (cf. RMI security extension draft [32]).
Statically generated proxies are used by, e.g., Balfanz
et al. [2].
• Centrally signed proxies. The proxy code is signed
by some central authority, and if the signature is valid,
the code is considered fully trusted. This is used by
Hasselmeyer et al. [17] and in the Sun demonstration
solution presented at JavaOne 2000 [30].
• Mixed approach. In the RMI security extension draft
[32], it is also possible to combine dynamically generated proxies (implementing a fixed protocol) with
signed hand-written proxies.
The hand-written proxy code and data are signed by
someone, usually the service. The “trust verifier” object is obtained from the service using the dynamically
generated RMI stub.
All of these approaches have their own benefits and
drawbacks. Fixing the protocol eliminates the need to
download the proxies and allow communicating with any
service, but also lose the ability to implement part of the
proxy functionality on the client side. On the other hand,
requiring that the proxies are signed by some central authority restricts spontaneous networking.
The mixed approach seems most promising of these
three, and resembles our approach in that the data and code
are effectively signed by the service (though the details are
quite different). However, it loses some of the protocol independence.

5.4 Jini-specific security
The security of specifically Jini systems hasn’t been studied
much yet. Sun presented a demonstration solution which

integrates Jini with JAAS at JavaOne 2000 [30]. It is based
on a centralized security server, and a certificate authority
(CA) signing all proxy code. It is somewhat similar to Geoffrey Clements’s Usersecurity project [7].
Hasselmeyer et al. have developed a Jini security solution based on a centralized secure lookup server [17]. Similar secure service directory in non-Jini environment is described by Czerwinski et al. in [9].
Sun’s future solution for Jini security is the RMI security extension, currently in draft stage [32], which provides
at least some support for intelligent proxies. However, the
initial implementation of it only supports TLS based authentication, which, in turn, relies on a centralized certificate architecture, and separates the mechanisms for authentication and access control. Furthermore, a trusted component (not downloaded from the network) is responsible for
opening the network connections and implementing some
authentication protocol, so this might limit the protocol independence offered by Jini.
There is also a “Jini and Friends at Work” project going
on at Eurescom, but no results have been published so far
[13].

6 Evaluation and future work
In this project, our goal was to provide a Jini security solution that does not unnecessarily restrict the possibilities
for creating secure Jini services. In particular, we wanted
our solution to be protocol independent, to rely on existing
Java security mechanisms to the greatest extent possible,
to be reasonably transparent to the clients, service proxies,
and services, and not to require any centralized servers.
We feel that we have mostly reached these goals. The implementation allows Jini services to implement any protocol between the proxy and the service. The solution utilizes
the possibilities created by the underlying Java 2 security
architecture and, if used, the existing Java Secure Socket
Extension (JSSE). Furthermore, there is no need for any
centralized security or other servers. On the other hand,
in order to support permission delegation, the proxy and
the server must take a number of additional steps, and they
must transport SPKI certificates in the whatever protocol
they use. Thus, our solution is not fully transparent to the
proxy or the service implementations. But, given the requirement of protocol independence, our solution seems to
be reasonably easy to utilize, and it is in full conformance
with the central toolbox approach of Jini.
Compared to the other proposed solutions, our solution
is similar to the other Jini security in the sense that it mainly
addresses the proxy security problem, focusing on the authentication of the clients and the services, and on authorization at the method call level. On the other hand, our

solution has a number of additional benefits. The main benefits can be enumerated as follows.
• The solution does not place any unnecessary restrictions on the implementation of Jini services. In particular, the solution is protocol independent, basically
allowing any protocol to be used between a Jini proxy
and the corresponding server.
• The solution does not require any centralized security
services, and therefore it can be easily utilized in ad
hoc networks.
• The solution allows fine grained Java 2 permissions to
be separately applied in the client, proxy, and server.
In particular, a client application that requests a Jini
service runs in a separate protection domain than the
proxy, thereby restricting the permissions the proxy
has access to. Furthermore, permissions are explicitly delegated from the application to the proxy. Thus,
in addition to restricting the permission of the proxy
itself, this allows the proxy to provide the service with
a proof that the application does have the permissions
required by the service and that the application really
wants to use the permissions to access the service.
Since the permissions can be delegated to the service
(if desired), and since they can be presented as genuine
Java permissions at the service JVM, the service can
further use them when calling unrelated Java code. In
other words, we have basically extended the Java 2 access control mechanisms to distributed environments,
allowing an application to pass any Java 2 permissions
to a Jini service through the service proxy.2

7

Conclusions

The Jini approach provides a number of methods and tools
for building distributed applications for decentralized, ad
hoc network environments. However, the current state of
the technology does not adequately address the security requirements present in many of such environments.
In this paper, we have briefly analyzed the client–service
related security requirements relevant to typical Jini environments, and described a software architecture, backed up
by an implementation, that provides decentralized solutions
to these requirements. Our approach is based on applying SPKI based trust management to controlling Jini proxies and delegating Java 2 permissions between Jini clients,
proxies, and services. Our experience indicates that it is indeed possible to build a completely decentralized security
solution, and apply it to Jini without losing any of the intrinsic Jini properties. In particular, our implementation does
not restrict the methods and protocols that can be used to
implement communication between a service and its proxies. Our initial performance measurements indicate that,
once optimized, the approach should provide adequate peformance in practice.
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